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Chairman’s report
On behalf of the Board of Directors, it is my pleasure to commend to you our annual report, to provide
some background and context, and to briefly summarise the 2015/16 financial year and what we
anticipate in the medium future.
The world is still coming to terms with the negative effects of the GFC. There are further disruptions in
the world economy such as “Brexit”, negative interest rates, the demands on European economies
due to the millions of refugees moving in an almost uncontrolled and unpredicted manner. These
global disruptions are so deeply entrenched that they affect us here in the Redlands. We are living and
leading in an economy that is volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous (VUCA).
I deliberately include the word “leading” because despite the significant challenges, our Branch has
excelled.
I will first take a moment to reflect on our performance in the 2015/16 financial year, then briefly
compare externally. Justine and her team grew the business in excess of the budget and the
expectations set by the Board and Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Ltd (BEN). Justine and her team were
presented with a trophy specifically designed for them in recognition of their excellence year-on-year
over seven years. No, the bar was not set too low. By comparison, a peer top 10 bank outside of the
‘Big 4’; with over 300 branches nationally, grew their ‘books’ or footings by $600 million, an average
$2 million per branch. Justine and her team grew our footings by $10 million.
The VUCA disruption requires us to think differently and to make different decisions; and to innovate
constantly. Decision making can no longer be linear. The BEN product mix is slowly changing over time
and what is changing at a faster pace is how bank services and products are accessed. Some futurists
believe that the greatest change now and in the medium terms will be how new and existing
customers adapt to and embed ourselves in the digital space. There will be greater change in how
customers adapt and their expectations that there will be technological changes and I agree.
One thing that has not changed is customer service. Provision of what the customer needs and not
what we think they need is key to keeping us flexible and will challenge us to adapt to their life style
and continue to provide the service level excellence we are now known for.
We must be flexible, available, knowledgeable and agile as if we are an ‘app’ on a mobile phone or
other mobile device. This is where Justine and the team differ when compared to their peers. When we
reflect on the 800 hours annually that our team are out voluntarily in the community; as well as their
time in-branch and in the Customer Service Centre, you can begin to understand that they are indeed
ever-present, flexible with their time and through our practice of encouraging them to be involved in
any task or opportunity of their choice, they become knowledgeable too.
Justine and the team create a context where engagement with us, and our service is omni-channel
and friction-free. It takes a great deal of discipline, determination and dedication to achieve this and I
take this opportunity to recognise their commitment.
In July last year, due to the sale of the host business, the Cleveland agency closed. We have come to
know that in every challenge there are possibilities and when Robins Accountants approached us to
partner with them to invest in the Redlands community as a strong partnership, we took the
opportunity to open the very first Customer Service Centre (CSC) in the BEN retail network. In so doing
we have better positioned ourselves in the Redlands, and we took the opportunity to write off all of the
previous agency and some of the new CSC and more of our Victoria Point Community Bank ® Branch
as we still made a profit.
This is quite an achievement given the summary provided by BEN Strategy and Performance Manager
Mark Lally. Mark said, “The retail business performance for the Bendigo Bank was well below
budgeted figures, primarily due to a struggling performance in lending growth, a trend that was evident

across Queensland and in the Brisbane region. BEN is sighting continuing pressure on margins and an
ever-increasing list of competitors all fighting for market share. Despite this, another good year was
had by Victoria Point, culminating in the opening of the unique Customer Service Centre in Cleveland,
again breaking new ground.”
Justine and her team have been recognised for their excellence in a network of over 310 Community
Bank ® Branches; For example they:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Presented and lead the “Building Business” session at this years National Conference;
Were included in the BEN Annual Report in recognition of our work to establish a
Reconciliation Action Plan;
Were recognised Nationally for the first Indigenous full-time traineeship in the BEN retail
network provided to Karisa Rapana;
Were recognised when BEN presented a trophy for seven years of excellence as reference
above;
Have been invited to join committees and/or Boards to further support investment in our
community; and
Are recognised nationally for their Facebook page; one of only a few that the whole network is
referred to in terms of how to use or establish a page relevant to their community.

As shareholders, I hope you are proud of the achievements of Justine and her team. You certainly
should be and we invite all shareholders to take every opportunity when with others in the community
to reflect on the work of Justine and the team and to socialise that the outcomes are more than
money can buy. Shareholders who seek to sell their shares have an obligation to promote and inform
those around them of these special outcomes and encourage investment in our Community Bank ®
company. The prospectus informed us all that we were purchasing shares in a limited market, with
limited potential for turnover of shares. I have no doubt that Shareholders should promote the past,
current and potential growth of our community investment at any opportunity and especially if there
are shares for sale.
Now, on to the more formal company management matters. We reduced our hours by closing
Saturdays. Customers ‘voted with their feet’ and in hindsight, it assisted to facilitate staffing at the
Cleveland CSC. There has been a small and seamless change to our team who continue to provide
service excellence. Macleay Island agency has grown very well and we recognise the excellent and
consistent approach to customer service that Judith and Ross provide.
We reached a significant milestone at the end of the 2015/16 financial year. You will note in the
Statement of Changes in Equity that the initial issued Capital is $642,560. This is shares issued
$679,310 less cost of equity raising $36,750. This was the initial working capital entrusted to the
directors to run the Community Bank ® company. The company’s total equity as at 30 June 2016 is
$532,078. This is made up of assets that are now held as cash, equipment and franchise goodwill
etc.
If we add the total amount of money paid back to shareholders by way of dividends over recent years;
which amounts to $108,689; to the total equity i.e. $532,078 plus $108,689 = $640,767; you can
see we have basically recovered all the original shareholder working capital ($642,560).
You may also note on the balance sheet is an amount of $5,361 for Current Tax Liability. This
relatively small amount means we have used up all of our previous years losses by offsetting them
against subsequent years profits and will now start paying income tax. This ties in with my point above
and as most financial experts will say, if you are paying tax, you are making a profit.
In some respects this justifies the timing of our push into Cleveland. After all, why pay income tax; lose
that cash and then subsequently move into Cleveland. Why not leverage that tax by incurring initial
losses in establishing Cleveland now so that the tax liability effectively subsidised the move. In closing,
on reflection it has been another enormous year. We have pushed boundaries, innovated, established

new ground and in so doing, have received fantastic support from BABL in Queensland and Victoria.
The Queensland office especially allow us to be ‘us’ and are very encouraging. Our partnership is
strongly based on trust and their support has been more than what the Franchise ‘base’ calls for.
There has been tremendous good faith from State Manager Noel Jessup and Senior Manager Strategy
& Performance Mark Lally which we now recognise publicly and express our gratitude.
The 2016/17 financial year will be much like this financial year with one exception. The profit share
arrangement over recent years due to various product mixes, the GFC and the volatile economy has
been skewed in our favour. What was always meant to be a 50/50 share of profit, some months
neared a 60/40 share in our favour. As the volatility continued, the profit share balance began
transition to favour BEN, to the point where subsidies were paid to some Community Bank ®
companies to ensure at least the 50/50 profit share.
How BEN and individual Community Bank ® companies share profits has changed beginning 1 July
2017. The overall profit share provisions are now based on what is known as Funds Transfer Pricing
(FTP). FTP is based on profit margin and therefore regardless of the dynamics of the market, our share
of the margin will be the 50% intended. Once again I recognise and thank BEN for their good will in
allowing the profit share payment to sometimes be very much in our favour without any intent to
recover anything over 50%. From 1 July 2017, our share of margins will be clinically 50/50. There are
some exceptions to that rule. Where the greater work and greater risk is based, a greater margin will
be paid. That means if our team routinely do more of the work for products, we will receive a greater
margin payment. Where BEN take the greater risk and do the ‘lion’s share’ of the work, the margin will
be in their favour. As so it should be.
Overall, however the margin per product is calculated, the margin will not change and our share of the
profits will not be subject to the volatility it has in recent years. Moving from profit share to FTP will, for
some Community Bank ® companies, mean the margin income will be significantly less. Redlands
Community Financial Services Limited is negatively affected and again, in good faith, BEN have
initiated a ‘floor’ payment to ensure that as we reshape our business to meet FTP, we will receive a
subsidy closely mimicking the profit share arrangement of the past.
We do not expect this to impact our equity significantly; in fact we plan to invest more in our
community. We built a budget for the 2016/17 year based solely on FTP and when we added the
costs of the Cleveland CSC we forecast only a very small profit. When the floor payment is added we
expect to finish clearly in profit. This will not impact on how dividends are calculated and we expect in
the on-years, to increase our investment in the community, continue to return dividends to
shareholders, expand our footprint on the bayside and keep funds for a ‘rainy day’.
There will be a ‘lag’ with the Cleveland CSC and it may take 12 months or so to establish a strong and
consistent income stream from Cleveland footings. Given the excellent referrals from Robins
Accountants already presented, we expect the footings to build in advance of our forecast and
therefore income from Cleveland alone to improve our profit forecast, all things being equal of course.

Garry White
Chairman

Manager’s report
Another year has come and gone and once again we have done some amazing things this year.
However, it is only when we talk to people, not just our customers, do we get a real understanding of
how amazing our work has been. The ability to change people’s lives and allow them to change others
is the true value of a Community Bank ® branch.
People ask what makes us a great team, because they see something different about our branch. I say
it is all about feeling. The feeling you get when you walk into our branch, the feeling one gets from
working meaningfully with their community, our feelings of support for each other, even when we have
dark days.
The commitment and unwavering support you give me is something I will never be able to thank you
for. Down deep in my soul I feel humbled and deeply touched to be part of something special. We have
all had our own challenges in life and being surrounded by people that just let us be us. It just feels
right, that's what makes us a great team.
Our ‘Champions Trophy’ is a public recognition of our achievements and people should be super proud
of what they have contributed.
Over 11 years ago I would never have thought I would be here surrounded by people who just let me
be me. In 11 years from now I couldn't think of being anywhere else, and that's a good feeling and why
I enjoy working with my great team.
Our Business
The first half of the year was tough. There was so much churn. That gave our team a great challenge
and as you can see, the team was certainly up for it.
•
•
•
•
•

Lending budget, $2.5 million, achieved $5 million
Deposit budget, $2.5 million, achieved $3.4 million
Growth after churn was $6.2 million
Community sector banking growth was in excess of $3 million
Total growth was just under $10 million

Some of the high performing areas for the year were;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Credit Cards
Personal Loans
Leasing
Merchant/EFTPOS
Lending
Deposits
New Business accounts and
Strong commitment on building new business through networking

People Matter
We know our business is only as good as its people and developing our staff and enabling them to
develop their careers is important to us.
Over the last 12 months we have seen two staff members, Karen Woolan and Rebecca Jenkins, leave
to progress their careers. It gives me great satisfaction to see our people grow and move into
management roles. I know they will succeed in their new roles.

This provided the opportunity to recruit three new staff members. Caitlyn has come to us from Holland
Park and she slipped into our family like she has been with us for years, she is a huge asset. Gabbie
recently joined us from Capalaba she also has slipped into the Victoria Point way. Bec Watego came to
us from the City Branch and has a wealth of experience broadly. I can see Caitlyn, Gabbie and Bec
being part of our family for many years.
As you know we have the most amazing, supportive and dedicated staff that go above and beyond
daily. Our staff are always planning new ways to support the community and implementing it, on many
occasions, before and after work and on weekends like many volunteers in our community. We are
truly blessed to have Jane, Karen, Sandra, Karisa, Caitlyn, Gabbie and Bec working with and in our
community. I will never be able to thank you enough.
This year we opened the very first Bendigo Bank Customer Service Centre located in Cleveland, within
Robins Accountants, it's a new and exciting way to broaden our footprint across the community. With
our amazing partners Robins Accountants, we opened in mid-June. I'm sure the success of the
Customer Service Center will allow us to grow and serve the Redlands community more.
Being a financially sound and successful business takes more than just staff and customers it takes a
dedicated passionate Board. I would like to thank Garry our chairman for his guidance and support
and for letting us improve. Garry’s unwavering support for our team has been instrumental in our
success and with his role on the Community Bank ® National Council allows him to share his
wisdom much wider.
Huge thanks to Mark Lally for just letting us be us. Mark understands that we know what works for us,
and our community. So thank you for that understanding.
I would like to also acknowledge the support and help we have had from many Bendigo Bank staff
members, it takes us all to work together to achieve these great results.
While our growth and business success is hugely important to everyone involved, it is our people that
are the most important.
People
People
People
People

Matter
Matter
Matter
Matter

Justine Kennedy
Branch Manager

-

more than their assets
in maximising opportunities
as enablers
in everything we do

Staff Report
The 2015/16 financial year was a big year for personal and business growth at the Victoria Point
Community Bank® Branch. We saw valued staff members, Rebecca and Karen W, receive
promotions to nearby branches. Whilst it was sad to see esteemed members of our team go,
these promotions were testament to the supportive and empowering environment that our
branch fosters. These movements created an opportunity for two Bendigo Bank staff members,
Caitlyn and Gabrielle, to transfer in from neighbouring branches with much experience to share
and receive Community Bank® style!
With the branch expanding, Sandra was promoted in the branch which is a tribute to all her work
in growing our business customer base. Karen G only managed to break one bone in her ankle
during the 2015/16 financial year thanks to a hole digging husky. Jane was asked and accepted
to become a member of the Management Committee for the Redlands Centre for Women. Jane
has volunteered at the centre sewing and helping out when needed over the last few years.
Karisa has been heavily involved with the Student Banking program over the last 12 months. She
helps out at Redland Bay state school alongside our infamous Piggy Mascot.
This year also saw the establishment of a partnership with Robin’s Accountants, where we have
expanded and opened Australia’s first Customer Service Centre in Cleveland, inside their
premises. This centre grants us opportunity to further expand our knowledge and put our skills to
the test through the new platforms available within the Customer Service Centre. Having only
opened in June 2016, great things can be expected from this venture and we look forward to
sharing our experiences and success, so watch this space.
It was with great honour we received the ‘Branch of the Year Champions’ trophy, which rewarded
our branch for the achievement of four consecutive years of first place and three of runner up for
our ‘Branch of the Year’ recognition award. Receiving recognition for the goals we strive to
collectively achieve is a great honour and inspires us to maintain the high standard of our work.
Our proudest achievement of all is being able to give back countless hours to our community, via
the organisations and businesses that bring us together. It is due to our shareholders and Board
that this financial year we were able to give back over $55,000 directly to the Redlands
community and even more ‘in-kind’. Whether providing community EFTPOS facilities at local
community events, selling gifts at school stalls or supporting local groups by participating
in charity functions, it is the greatest reward to see what our Community Bank® model can
achieve and the positive effect it has in our surrounding area.
If it weren’t for our continuously supportive Board and loving Branch Manager, we wouldn’t have
achieved half what we have today. They are the ones that help us to strive towards the
Community Bank® model and to always give back that little bit more. Not a lot of businesses
can call their team their family, which is what we are to each other.
As the new financial year rolls in, we’re ready for whatever twists and turns and exciting
adventures we have ahead of us.

Jane, Karen, Sandra, Caitlyn, Karisa, Gabrielle & Bec
Victoria Point Community Bank® Branch staff

Victoria Point Community Bank® Branch

